The Jews Slaughter of Baku, Nobel Oil, and Tesla

In the port city of Baku, the Nobel brothers from Sweden created the Baku oil boom in the year of 1873. Later in 1883 the Rothschild family and the Rockefeller's Standard Oil company arrived in Baku and started competition for controlling Baku in Azerbaijan which was the world's largest oil region of the day.

Rockefeller and Rothschild created a global monopoly on oil which they divided up according to a mutual agreement between the two fellow Jewish families. Each agreed upon which markets for each of them to maintain control over. This allows the Jewish elites to maintain global control over oil and the wealth from it which gives them greater control. Money and oil equals power. This is the Jewish race following what the Torah and Talmud command regarding the use of wealth to gain control over the Gentile nations and enslave them. This is economic warfare.

The Jewish elites worked to destroy all competition, and how they destroyed the Nobel Oil Company in Baku is very revealing of how far they will go to steal the wealth of the world.

The Jewish elites kicked off the Communist revolution in Russia (which was all paid for by Rothschild, Rockefeller, Schiff, Warburg, and other Jewish elites) by sending Vladimir Lenin to St. Petersburg on the orders of Warburg and Trotsky who were living on Rockefeller property in New York. He was being sent to Russia with massive amounts of Rockefeller money, and he was even released from prison in Canada with his money and passport given back to him by the order of President Wilson on behalf of the Jewish moguls. The Rockefellers also created the American Communist Party and had it managed by their fellow Jew Armand Hammer who was also a mogul of wealth. It’s interesting how all of these wealthy capitalist Jews desire Jewish Communism. The Rothschilds call themselves the Jewish Messiah in their Zionist writings from the 19th century, and they were behind the Judeo Mason organization “The Communist League.” Karl Marx, another Rabbinical Jew, along with fellow "Red Rabbi" (as Marx called him) Moses Hess (himself a Zionist fanatic who wrote that Zionism is about the Jews ruling the world from a future capital in Palestine) wrote the Communist Manifesto on orders from Leon Rothschild. The Jewish Messiah must conquer the world for the Jews according to Judaism. So much for "atheist Jews" because “The Communist Manifesto” was written by Rabbis on orders from the Jewish Messianic Dynasty of Rothschild to fulfill the Jewish religion.

Russian archives stated that Lenin was a practicing Jew and followed the Jewish rituals and customs, and spoke Yiddish with his family. Why do you think Lenin
and Trotsky passed the "Anti-Semitism Act" as their first law which executed any Gentiles suspected of anti-Semitism towards Jews? Thousands of Russians were murdered under this Jewish Act.

It was in April of 1920 that Lenin, on order from Rockefeller and Rothschild elites, attacked Baku and overran the nation of Azerbaijan, and massacred thousands of people within Baku including the entire families of the Nobel company executives, the engineers, and the main employees. The oil field and refineries of Baku were destroyed in order to completely sink the Nobel company which allowed the Jewish elites to raise the price of oil and establish their monopoly. With the loss of Baku, oil became more scarce and the prices went up.

Consider this in history. J.P Morgan was a well-known Rothschild stooge in America and part of the Rothschild cartel. It was Morgan who put Tesla out of business and prevented wireless energy technology from reaching the world. This was on orders from Rothschild. They didn't slaughter Baku and Nobel companies just so that some mavericks could then make energy available to everyone free of cost. When Tesla explained wireless energy to Morgan, he said “You can’t put a meter on that!”, and realized the technology was easy to copy, which meant they wouldn't be able to control it for very long. That's why they destroyed it. After this, they went on a campaign with their controlled fake news media and other outlets to ruin Tesla on every level and prevent him from ever being able to gain attention again or even pay the rent of his hotel room. They might have assassinated him later on as well according to some claims.

J.P Morgan owned the White Star Line, which was the company that owned the Titanic. Morgan invited all of the major Gentile elites whose lobbied interest in America was stopping the Rothschild cartel from imposing the Federal Reserve Act. Morgan was supposed to be on the ship, but he claimed that he was sick. He was found on a beach in Spain enjoying himself in perfect health by an American reporter. When that ship was sunk, everyone who stood in the way of the Fed went to the bottom of the ocean along with Aster, one of the world's wealthiest men who was going to support Tesla with his money and influence. Aster was a Jew, but when he stepped out of line he was liquidated, and after his death, his vast fortune was divided up by the Rothschild cartel for themselves. The reason why Aster was invited on that ship to be a victim of the world's largest assassination plot was because of Tesla and free energy. It's well known that Captain Smith rammed the Titanic into the iceberg on purpose, and the people who survived mentioned this. That is why Smith waited for two hours before sending out a distress call. There was supposed to be a ship waiting to pick everyone up. Smith thought this was basic insurance fraud. He was Jewed by Morgan. Smith probably didn't realize it was a high-level assassination by the Rothschild cartel. When he realized that the ship was not coming, he panicked
and sent out the SOS. The only reason why anyone lived is because by chance another ship was in the area and caught the distress call, and it still took quite a while for them to arrive after the fact. However, any White Star employees that survived were sworn to secrecy. Much of the crew jumped ship in Liverpool because they knew the ship was going to be sunk on purpose which was a common practice in those days for the purpose of insurance fraud. They saw fires had been started in the coal chambers and kept burning. This was to blow open the sides of the ship at the right time to sink it.

National Socialist Germany, on directions from Hitler and Himmler, worked to create free energy technology to break this Jewish stranglehold on the global economy along with creating debt-free independent National banking systems. That would have put the global Rothschild cartel out of business for good. Churchill himself, who was an agent of the Rothschilds, stated that it was this act of liberating Germany from the global banking cartel that caused the second world war against Hitler. The motivation for the Jews slaughtering Baku, destroying Tesla, and murdering everyone in the way of the Federal Reserve is the same reason why they destroyed Nazi Germany in that war that the Jews themselves started.

Sources:
Conspiracy of The Six Pointed Star, Marrs
The Works of Eustace Mullins [author is a deluded Xian, but a broken clock is right twice a day]
Babylon's Banksters, Joseph Farrell.
ASQV13886662080 wrote:

This is useful information, thank you.

Now I can confidently summarize the Titanic and Tesla link with the JP Morgan fraud when people are interested to ask.

Was the insurance fraud such a common thing because ships of that caliber were still in the prototype status and prone to faults which could be exploited?

That's my first impression.

What would be interesting is to hear the perspective of those who are documented to retain past life memories of the Titanic, as one child could remember his life as an engineer for the Titanic.

These people would ideally point in the direction of the conspirators when they get a vibe off of their personages, such as jew poo morgan.

The Titanic was originally the Olympic, which was the sister ship of the Titanic. Smith collided into a British warship by accident and caused major damage to the keel of the Olympic, which caused it to lean to the left. The ship was already wasted money-wise. They changed the name to Titanic, and all of the china that had Olympic's name on it was replaced with “Titanic.” A junior officer in the White Star line stated this fact in a letter he wrote. This is the other reason why a lot of crewmembers jumped ship in Liverpool. Ballard found the Titanic on the bottom of the ocean. You can note the plates bearing “Titanic” have fallen off in parts and underneath them reads “Olympic.” Under stress during the hearing into the Titanic case, the White Star executive kept calling it the Olympic. The lean on the Titanic seen in the images is due to the keel. It was the Olympic.

No need for past lives because all of the evidence is already there. Ballard's statements on finding the Titanic was that it was a crime scene.
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